November 8 - 11, 2018
$1,689

per person, double occupancy

Single Supplement: $687
Triple Rate: $1,513

Optional Travel Protection
Trip Includes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

$104- Double or Triple Occupancy
$129 - Single Occupancy

Round-trip air from Tulsa
3 Nights at the Renaissance NY Hotel Times Square
City tour on day of arrival
Ticket to “Frozen” the new Disney Blockbuster
Pre-theater dinner at Sardi’s Famous Restaurant
Ticket to “The Radio City Christmas Spectacular”
Inside Rockefeller Center (walking) Tour
Ticket to “Top of the Rock”
Optional escorted tour to the Statue of Liberty
Lunch at John’s Pizzeria
Circle Line Cruise on last day of the trip
Airport transfers / taxes / tips
2 lunches / 2 dinners
Fully escorted out of Tulsa by David Forbes

Our trip includes a great Broadway show, the new Disney blockbuster, Frozen,
at the St. James Theatre, with a pre-theater dinner at Sardi’s famous restaurant; The Radio City Christmas Spectacular, and a visit to Top of the
Rock. We also have an insiders tour of Rockefeller Center, and a Circle
Line Cruise of Manhattan our last day in the city.

9999 S. Mingo Rd ~ Ste T, Tulsa OK 74133
918-494-0649
email: davidalanforbes@gmail.com

Tour Itinerary

Day 1 – Thu: We have a morning flight to
NYC arriving early afternoon, collect our bags,
meet our coach and proceed into the city where
we enjoy a guided tour of the city with an
excellent step-on guide, covering as much of the
must-see sights as the driver and guide can
squeeze into the available time. We end in
Midtown at our Times Square hotel. We have
time to freshen up but back downstairs by
6:30pm for a short walk over to our dinner
tonight at Bond 45.
Day 2 – Fri: Our free day. David will take all
who have signed up for a trip to Battery Park
and over to the Statue of Liberty, with an
additional stop at Ellis Island. We will plan a
stop at John’s Pizza for lunch before returning to
the hotel by 1pm. This evening, we walk as a
group to Sardi’s Famous Restaurant for our pretheater dinner and our main Broadway show:
Frozen, at the St. James Theatre.
Day 3 – Sat: This morning we have an insiders
guided tour of Rockefeller Center revealing the
hidden side of one of the largest commercial
projects ever built in America. We also have
tickets to a matinée performance of the Radio
City Christmas Spectacular. A lavish 75 minute
show that will have you
jumping--the Rockettes never
disappoint! After the show
we cross 51st Street to 30
Rockefeller Plaza for Top of
the Rock, the 67th, 69th and
70th
floors
observation
decks. Great shopping from
5th Avenue at Rockefeller
Center north to Central Park.
Return to the hotel on your
own or with the escort if you prefer.
Day 5 – Sun: Be packed with your bag out for
pick up by 8:30am, and checked out of your
room by 9:00. Our coach will pick us up in
front of our hotel and we’re off to the west side
piers for our Circle Line cruise of Manhattan.
We have lunch boxes on the boat which we can
eat during the sail or save for the airport.
Afterward we re-board our coach and return to
the airport and our flight home.

www.thetravelgroup.biz

